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Abstract
Myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS) is a stomatognathic system disturbance,
which consists of pain, jaw movement irregularities, and muscle spasm. Hyperexcitation
of peripheral sensory neurons causes a reaction of induction in the motor neuron and
then spasms of the masticatory muscles follow. Long-term spasm causes muscular pain
and irregular mandibular motion. Pain is the most important inducer and therefore
must be managed firstly in order to manage the muscle spasms. Symptomatic treatment
approaches may be useful, but after symptom elimination, etiologically based treatment
must be provided to the patient. The neurophysiology of the stomatognathic system
must be well understood to determine a proper treatment for the MPDS condition. Both
symptomatic and etiological treatment methods have been proposed by differing authors
as potential solutions for MPDS. Occlusal splints are a commonly used treatment for
relieving MPDS symptoms. Alternatively, some forms of occlusal adjustment (not all)
have been shown to be an effective, permanent treatment course for myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome. This chapter describes the neural controls over the stomatognathic
system and how that system can neurologically promote the MPDS disease state. It then
details the computer-guided MPDS occlusal adjustment treatment known as disclusion
time reduction that has been shown in many published studies to be a highly effective
myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS) therapy.
Keywords: MPDS, muscle pain dysfunction syndrome, TMD, stomatognathic system
problems, masticatory muscle problems

1. Introduction
In the year 1996, the National institute of Health (NIH, USA) held a conference from which the
NIH issued a pamphlet of clinical guidelines regarding temporomandibular disorders (TMD).
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In the NIH report as well as from the National Institute of Dental Research (NIDR) (NIH
publication no. 94-3487), no distinction was made between temporomandibular disorders
and myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS). All potential etiological factors, clinical symptoms, the diagnoses and the treatment recommendations fell under the single term,
“Temporomandibular Disorders” [1]. There was no clear distinction made between TMJ internal derangements and myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome. Additionally, the final report
did not recommend any definitive treatment for temporomandibular disorders. Although the
NIH meeting attendees claimed to have solved the “TMJ problem,” no consensus was reached
making the conference a complete disappointment. However, later in 1999, Dr. Peter Dawson
opposed the conference results in an article that was cosponsored by American Equilibration
Society (AES, Chicago, IL, USA) [2]. After further numerous arguments, no consensus was
found regarding the etiology or treatments that should be applied in TMD cases.
Of note is that 4 years before the release of the NIH report in 1991, Dr. Robert Barry Kerstein
from Tufts University School of Dental Medicine in Boston Massachusetts had developed a
T-Scan I time-based coronoplasty procedure, which focused on reducing excursive movement
disclusion times [3]. According to this study, the length of disclusion time was correlated to high
levels of masseter and temporalis excursive muscle activity levels [3] that were of diagnostic
importance when evaluating differing etiologic factors of chronic MPDS [2]. These early studies were the beginning of a series of studies about this topic [3, 4]. As Dawson noted in his article, there had been found an evidence-based relationship between occlusion and MPDS. Often
MPDS symptoms affected the chewing system mechanics because the symptoms had a close
association with the dental occlusion and its relationship to the central nervous system (CNS).
Myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome is a common term that is used in other medical
branches outside of Dentistry [5–7]. But in the last few decades, this term has been used in
Dental Medicine to describe orofacial chronic pain [8, 9], often abbreviated in the literature as
MPDS [3]. MPDS is a functional disease related to the masticatory muscles, the neural structures and the temporomandibular joint structures. MPDS syndrome can be a very uncomfortable condition for a patient. The patient can barely move their mandible, and often there is
pain in the face and head area. Sometimes, the pain may extend to neck and dorsal area. Most
typical symptoms are acute hypercontraction (spasm) of the muscles, and laxity of the TM joint
ligaments. The symptoms of the MPDS are explained in detail later in this chapter [5, 10–12].
Etiologically, the MPDS muscle and TM joint symptoms have been linked primarily to the
occlusion [2, 3, 13, 14]. Muscle spasm is caused by occlusal surface friction and prolonged disclusion time overcompressing the posterior tooth PDLs causing hyperfunction and ischemia
in the muscles. This leads to muscle fatigue and then poor mandibular movements. This is
what leads to deterioration of the movements.
Muscle spasm is usually caused by occlusal surface friction and prolonged disclusion time
[15] overcompressing the posterior tooth periodontal ligament mechanoreceptors causing
hyperfunction and ischemia in the muscles. This leads to muscle fatigue and then poor mandibular movements [16].
The deterioration of mandibular movements can be accelerated by deterioration of the occlusion. A filling, crown, or a bridge will always cause the occlusion to deteriorate. Alternatively,
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ligament laxity affects the movements of the joint structures in the glenoid fossa and often
occurs without patient awareness of the problem’s existence.
Myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS) is one particular type of temporomandibular
disorder (TMD) [12]. Historically, clinicians and researchers have subclassified TMDs into either
intracapsular disorders or masticatory muscle disorders (such as local myalgia, myofascial pain,
centrally mediated myalgia, myospasm, myositis, myofibrotic contracture, and masticatory muscle neoplastic disease). TMJ internal derangement may not be involved with MPDS. However,
when a temporomandibular joint irregularity occurs along with the symptoms of MPDS, the
complete problematic condition should be considered as temporomandibular joint disease [17,
18]. All masticatory organs participating in oral function may or may not be involved in MPDS.
Before discussing about the etiologic factors and treatment techniques related to MPDS, it is
necessary to properly understand the neural mechanisms of masticatory system.
Muscular pain is a typical and a decisive symptom of MPDS. Functional disorders that occur
in the stomatognathic system are a cause of pain. If the functional disorders are not successfully treated, pain may be present for years. Pain minimization during function is the result of
the protective mechanisms within the stomatognathic system.
The most important stomatognathic function is chewing. There is a great relationship between
impairment of chewing function and painful muscle problems [13, 16, 17, 19–24]. During the
chewing function, tooth contact occurs at the extreme end of the chewing cycle when occlusal
force is applied to crush the food bolus. In this way, the resultant chewed food is readied
for swallowing. For the chewed food product to be effectively prepared for swallowing, all
related functions must occur in a harmonious order. Hence, the duration of chewing, the
control of the mandibular movements, the masticatory muscle contractions, the level of force
applied during the bolus crush, temporomandibular joint movements, the tooth-tooth interactions, and the neural feedback mechanisms all must interact synergistically (Figure 1).
The relationship between muscle malfunction and MPDS is a two-sided problem, where each
affects the other. Muscle malfunction triggers MPDS, while MPDS causes impairment of masticatory movements. Stomatognathic system functions are the best diagnostic indicator of
dysfunction. The main purpose of the stomatognathic system is to perform the best chewing
possible, which requires a very well-coordinated system. As proper chewing evolves within
the developmental period of human growth, it becomes optimal during the adult years.
Deciduous, mixed, and permanent dentitions have their own chewing patterns [25], with the
chewing pattern being closely linked to a person’s dental condition [24]. However, corruption
of the chewing pattern indicates the beginnings of myofascial distortion [26, 27].
As is the case with other body functions, the chewing pattern results from a complex integration of the neural and the myofascial structures. The resultant product of chewing is chewed
food that is readied for swallowing. The most effective determining factor of a good chewing
pattern is the dental occlusion [28], whereby the structural posture, the stretching of muscles
and the chewing process itself are improved by upper and lower tooth contact. However,
changes to the dental occlusion from tooth loss, orthodontic tooth movement, restorative dentistry, or mechanical trauma, all of which can alter the neurologic input significantly, may be
the most important etiological factor leading to the impairment of chewing mechanism [19].
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Figure 1. A normal mastication pattern in three planes as recorded by a Jaw Tracker (3-D Electrognathograph,
BioResearch Assoc., Milwaukee, WI, USA). Excellent chewing ability evolves in the developing human from youth into
the adult years. An ideal chewing pattern requires harmony between all the masticatory functional organs.

Nervous system mechanoreceptors in and around the teeth transmit neural information to
the central nervous system (CNS) regarding the nature of the masticatory function. This neural feedback mechanism is designed to protect the physiologic borders of the chewing pattern and controls the masticatory system mechanics. Neural sensors collect all the necessary
neural input during chewing function as it is a sensory process. However, the mandibular
functional and parafunctional movements are controlled by the motor function of the neural
system. The neuromuscular mechanism of stomatognathic system collects the neural input
that controls mandibular motion [29, 30].

2. Neuronal mechanism of masticatory system
Myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome (MPDS) can be used as general definition for one
type musculoskeletal human disease state that consists of specific muscular symptoms. In a
patient with temporomandibular disorders, MPDS often results from the hypercontraction of
the masticatory elevator muscles. Spasm of one or more elevator muscles is a serious problem,
which may cause pain, muscle tenderness, limitation of mandibular movements, and induce
changes in the temporomandibular joint structural alignment. Muscle spasm usually emanates through the central nervous system (CNS) from the neural mechanoreceptors located
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in and around the teeth that hypercontract the elevator muscles. Along with muscle spasm,
painful trigger points can also be a component of the MPDS condition. Some trigger points
may be classified as latent [5, 6, 31, 32], in that they only occur when a muscle is pressed upon.
The neuronal mechanism is a determining factor in the development of MPDS. The central
nervous system (CNS) controls all activities of the masticatory system including the contraction of masticatory muscles, the sequence of contractions, the level of contraction, the posture
of mandible, the mandibular movements, and the resultant occlusal force, all of which are
influenced by the occlusal relationship of upper and lower teeth [33]. The control mechanism
of the nervous system is based on environmental neural data input. Every function of the
masticatory system has a characteristic pattern that occurs within certain physiologic limits.
Any overreaching from a physiologic limit can lead to a symptom of a particular problem.
For example, any deviation in the opening (or closing) movement of the mandible is often the
result of a muscle spasm that occurs during the opening movement. Limited mouth opening
mouth (or S-shaped masticatory movement) is also an indication there is a problem within
the stomatognathic system. Functional movements that designed by central nervous system
(CNS) are outside of their physiologic limits. Many pathological conditions can also be produced by the central nervous system (CNS). If there is a strong but problematic feedback
mechanism present in stomatognathic system, certain pathological conditions may increase in
frequency and intensity, unless the pathology is not removed. Every type of nonphysiological
movement has its own specific characteristics.

3. Central nervous system and the stomatognathic system
The neural system mechanics must be very well understood to ascertain the etiology of a
stomatognathic system pathology.

Figure 2. A resting EMG recording of the masseter and temporalis muscles. Note, there is slight electrical activity
providing tension to these muscles when holding the mandible in the rest position.
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The stomatognathic system neural network is comprised of three basic parts:
1. Perception of the sensory inputs.
2. Evaluation of the gathered inputs.
3. Reaction to the inputs.
Sensory input collection is an ongoing function of the neural system that can be conscious or
unconscious. There is a continuous data stream entering the CNS from the peripheral nervous system (PNS), which gathers environmental data that send impulses to the masticatory
muscle fibers to establish postural tonus activity. This occurs even when there is no function,
such that there is a slight tension in the muscles when at rest (Figure 2).

4. Neurons and myocites (muscle cells)
The human body consists of billions of similarly constructed cells that contain the cytoplasm,
a nucleus, some chromosomes, some mitochondria, and some ribosomes. But some cells
are different from the ordinary cells, despite that they also have cytoplasm, a nucleus, and
ribosomes, but also contain neurons. Neurons and muscle cells are an excitable type of cell
because they can receive electrical impulses and transfer the environmental neurologic data
biochemically. These special cells are known as inducible cells.
The functional unit of the motor system, the motor unit, is composed of a motor neuron and
a group of muscle fibers with similar, if not identical, structural and functional properties.
These are inducible cells known as neurons and myocites (muscle cell).

5. Membrane potential difference and the firing of a neuron
There is a static electrical balance between the outside and inside of a cell membrane. This
steady state is called the “resting membrane potential,” which does not change unless there
exists a stimulus. This steady-state electrical potential difference between the outside and
inside of a cell membrane is between −50 mV and −100 mV. A stimulus changes this steady
state to an action state, whereby the resting potential difference is turned into an action
potential difference. The main cause of the potential difference results from the existence of
anions and cations on both sides of the cell membrane. Outside the membrane are positively
charged natrium cations. Positively charged natrium ions attach to negatively charged chlorine ions (Cl−) that are outside of the membrane. However, despite the presence of negative
ions (such as chlorine and HCO3), the outer side of the membrane remains positively charged.
Alternatively, the inside of the membrane is negatively charged because positively charged
potassium (K+) ions diffuse “down” its steep concentration gradient to move out of a cell via
leakage channels. This K+ ion movement to outside of the cell membrane makes the outside
more positively charged than inside the cell membrane. Outside the positive ions side at the
edge of the membrane, with the inside negative ions located at the inner edge of the membrane.
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Therefore, the electrical potential difference exists on both sides of the membrane. A change
in the electrical activity within the cell membrane plays an important role in the character of
sensory conduction.

6. Neural receptors in the stomatognathic area: the collection of
peripheral data and the neural response
All masticatory system functions are governed by the central nervous system (CNS). In
order to coordinate what function occurs, and when, how much, and how it should occur
physiologically, the CNS gathers information about the environment in which the function is to take place. There is a continuous flow of information between the sensory and
motor neurons within the stomatognathic system and the central nervous system (CNS).
Physiologically, proper oral functions like mastication, swallowing, and speaking need a
rhythmic process whereby all parts of the masticatory system are coordinated so that the
activity of the jaw muscles, the tongue, the cheeks, and the lips work synergistically to
achieve correct function.
There are two basic neurologic components of mastication:
• the central pattern generator (and the)
• the peripheral control mechanisms
For controlling and managing oral function, the central nervous system (CNS) must initially
sense the environmental data. This data collection process is provided to the CNS by the
mechano and sensory receptors of the peripheral nervous structures (PNS). Data collected
from these receptors are transferred to the other levels of central nervous system (CNS). These
receptors are specialized neurons for gathering the environmental sensory data related to
the many sensorimotor functions, involving the coordinated contraction and inhibition of
the musculature located around the mouth, at the tongue, larynx, pharynx, and esophagus
bilaterally [34]. Moreover, according to the localization of the function, there are many differing types of receptors present in the mouth. The data received from receptors are transferred
electrochemically to differing levels of the central nervous system (CNS). In this way, the
peripheral neural control modulates the output of the central pattern generator and associated motor neurons, so that most effective occlusal forces are developed during chewing,
without overly damaging the masticatory organs.
Transmission of the peripheral neural data is provided to the CNS by a neuron’s axons and
dendrites. Dendrites receive the potential from the previous neuron. If a nerve cell is stimulated, the transmembrane voltage is necessarily changed. The stimulation may be excitatory
or inhibitory. If the membrane stimulus is insufficient to cause the transmembrane potential
to reach the threshold, then the membrane will not activate. If the excitatory stimulus is strong
enough, the transmembrane potential reaches the threshold, and the membrane produces a
characteristic electric impulse, known as the nerve impulse. This is the basic principle of the
stimulus and transmission of a neuron.
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Figure 3. A very tiny premature contact that is not removed for a long time will have a sufficient excitatory level for
instigating a nerve impulse. When the total sum level of stimulus reaches the threshold level, an action potential can
emerge. This is known as the All-or-None principle.

The membrane potential may reach the threshold by a short, strong stimulus, or by a longer,
weaker stimulus. A very tiny premature contact that is not removed and is clinically present for
a long time will have a sufficient excitatory level for starting a nerve impulse (Figure 3). This
is the result of nerve cell’s All-or-None principle. Premature contacts can lead to pain, which
then leads to the formation of a stronger stimulus. The CNS sends a nociceptive warning to
the muscles to move the mandible toward the opposite arch side as a reflex action to lessen the
pain. If the premature contact on one side was not removed, spasm on the other side tends to
persist. Aggregating stimuli will increase the spasms, which may be a major etiological cause
of myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome [14] (Figure 3).
A sudden nociceptive stimulus can cause a special type escape reflex known as the “jaw jerk
reflex.” The jaw-jerk myotatic reflex is activated by the sudden stretching of the jaw-closing
muscles spindles. The jaw jerk reflex is one of the most important neuronal patterns as it may
or may not be nociceptive. The repetition of nociceptive stimuli that causes a reflex action
early on during the development of dysfunction may after awhile cease to exist. This adaptation to the stimulus initiates the failure of the CNS to continue to respond to the stimulus.
With the jaw jerk mechanism reflex over time, this insensitivity to further immediate noxious
stimulation develops irritated neural tissue, which worsens from the intense and prolonged
stimulation [7]. This worsening can lead to reduced mandibular vertical opening (Figure 4).
Information from the peripheral nervous system (PNS) tissues outside the CNS is continuously transferred into the CNS onto higher centers in the brain stem and cortex for interpretation and evaluation. All human functional and parafunctional movements are based on five
major sensory systems:
• Olfaction
• Taste
• Vision
• Hearing
• Touch
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Figure 4. Spasm of the elevator muscles and limited maximum mouth opening of less than 25 mm indicates this women
exhibits significant muscular dysfunction. This critical distance of healthy limited opening in men is 35–40 mm.

Touch sensory activity (Touch) is the critical neurologic control for the stomatognathic system’s functional and parafunctional movements.
Neural receptors perform two important tasks:
• The gathering of sensory information
• The transfer of the sensory response into the CNS and then back out to the muscles.
Mandibular functional movement sensory detection and the associated reflex responses are
shaped by information gathered from the periodontal ligament mechanoreceptors in response
to tooth compressions during chewing and from the temperature and touch receptors present in the pulp, the gingival tissues, and the mucobuccal tissues. One of the most important
neural receptors is the pulpal mechanoreceptors, which together with periodontal mechanoreceptors carry tooth loading information to the CNS. These receptors transmit the intensity
of force acting on a tooth as it contacts its opposing tooth counterpart, the changes of the force
velocity at occlusal impact, a tooth’s movement direction during chewing, and the hardness of
the food bolus. Moreover, the periodontal ligaments are also extremely important structures
because their mechanoreceptors within the PDL are highly concentrated [34–38]. Receptors
in the periodontal ligaments control and guide all functional and parafunctional movements
because they relay information about the magnitude of tooth loads, which is described by the
mean firing rate response of loaded periodontal receptors [34].
Several studies have indicated that the extracellular matrix collagens of the periodontal ligament have a high turnover and remodeling rate that are much higher than collagen turnover
observed in the gingiva, skin, and bone [39]. The periodontal ligaments themselves are basically striated muscles with muscle spindles located within the fibers of the ligaments. These
ligament fiber muscle spindles gather stretching and compression information when teeth are
under tooth movement within the PDL space.
Periodontal mechanoreceptors respond to the forces that are applied to teeth. They have been
studied in histological and electrophysiological investigations that illustrated periodontal
mechanoreceptors signal information about the degree of tooth loads because they have special
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force-encoding properties, which provides for functional control of human mastication.
Microneurography recordings from single nerve fibers revealed that human periodontal receptors adapt slowly to maintained tooth loads. Most receptors are broadly tuned to the direction
of force application, while about half respond to forces that are applied to more than one tooth
at a time. Populations of periodontal receptors reliably encode information about both how the
teeth are stimulated, and the direction that forces are applied to the individual teeth.
Another important receptor type is “periodontal ligament integrins” [40], which are cell-surface receptors that connect cells to the collagen-rich and mechanically stressed periodontal
ligament microenvironment. Mutations in integrin subunits have been found to cause clinical disorders in man that correlate well with mice, in which the same integrins are deleted
[40]. Integrins are able to transduce signals intracellularly following ligand binding (“outsidein” signaling). However, unlike most other cell receptors, integrins can shift between highand low-affinity conformations for ligand binding, whereby the signal direction is reversed
(“inside-out” signaling). Depending on the cell type, integrins can be either basally activated,
as is the case with most adherent cells that are attached to a basement membrane, or they can
be basally inactive, like platelets or leukocytes that freely circulate until activated to undergo
platelet aggregation or mediate an inflammatory response [41].
Ultimately, all the collected load data from the pulp, the periodontal ligament receptors, and
the mucosa are transmitted to the CNS via the trigeminal nerve (V) ganglions. Ganglions are
the neurologic distribution center for both the afferent and efferent neural pathways.
Basically, there are two important ganglions involved in craniofacial area with neuroanatomic ties to the stomatognathic system:
• Trigeminal ganglion
• Mesencephalic nucleus
6.1. Pain: an alarm system for protection of the body
Living organisms need to be able to sense their immediate environment if they are to withdraw from or avoid potentially hazardous situations. One of the most typical examples of
this protective mechanism is jaw jerk reflex. Sudden, strange matter that is perceived during
chewing leads to the formation of this reflex. However, shortly after the identification of a
hard substance, the central nervous system (CNS) reduces the reflex level to normal levels.
Sometimes, the jaw jerk reflex may occur as a nociceptive reaction. For example, touching the
pulp meter to the tooth surface can lead to a typical jaw jerk reflex.
Reflexes are involuntary and relatively stereotyped responses to specific stimuli. Stimulated
receptors send afferent impulses to the central nervous system (CNS), which are then transmitted through efferent nerve fibers to the cells, muscles, and organs that carry out the reflex
response. The entire pathway is known as the reflex arc [42]. The afferent impulses generated at
the receptors are conveyed via fast-twitch Ia fibers to the spinal alpha motor neuron. Their α1
process impulses excite the agonistic muscle of an opposing muscle pair. Despite the monosynaptic nature of intrinsic reflexes, extrinsic reflexes are polysynaptic, where there are both
afferent and efferent arms within the chain of spinal interneurons.
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A protective reflex is not continuous because the reflex stimulus is defined in the memory,
and after few cycles, it does not cause the repeated reflex. Development of the multicellular
structures in the nervous system evolves a specialized apparatus that detects and reacts to
external stimuli, when combined together with the evolution of specific transduction proteins, and enables the CNS to accurately differentiate between innocuous and noxious stimuli.
This early warning system, which is further elaborated, develops the capacity to increase its
sensitivity following an exposure to an injurious stimulus, which is known as nociceptive
sensitization. In mammals, the early warning protective pain that occurs in response to noxious stimuli (nociceptive pain) is mediated by specialized, high-threshold primary sensory
neurons (nociceptors) [43].
Pain management is one of the most important therapeutic interventions. Chronic pain is the
main reason that patients seek out health care, while also being the most common reason for
disability and addiction, and being the highest driver of health care costs. Most often, myopain
conditions are the pain source. As such, it has been reported that in the United States, more
than 100 million adults suffer from myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome. In dentistry, MPDS
is defined as one type of masticatory system problem [32]. However, myofascial pain (MFP)
is the most common cause of persistent regional back pain, headaches, and facial pain [10].
Myofascial pain is pain that arises from the muscles or the related fascia. The trigger point
concept has been a widely studied aspect of myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome. Many
hypotheses of how trigger points evolve are based on the opinions of experienced clinicians
who treat and research trigger points. Trigger points are most often discussed as a component
of myofascial pain syndromes where widespread or regional muscular pain is associated with
hyperalgesia, psychological disturbance, and significant restriction of daily function [44].
Trigger points are 2–5 mm diameter points of increased hypersensitivity in palpable bands of
the skeletal muscle, tendons, and ligaments with decreasing hypersensitivity as one palpates
the band further away from the trigger point. As stated before, trigger points may be active
or latent. An active trigger point causes spontaneous pain at rest, with an increase in pain on
contraction or stretching of the involved muscle. There is often restricted muscular range of
motion. Any pain on motion may cause “pseudo-muscle weakness” due to pin reflex inhibition. A latent trigger point is a focal area of tenderness and tightness in a muscle that does not
result in spontaneous pain, but must be palpated to elicit the pain. However, a latent trigger
point may restrict the range of motion and result in weakness of the muscle involved.
The characteristic symptoms of a myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome trigger points have
been previously described by R. Bennett as follows [5]:
1. A focal point of tenderness to palpation of the muscle involved,
2. Patient complaint from trigger point palpation,
3. Palpation reveals an induration of the adjacent muscle (the “taut band”),
4. A restricted range of motion in the muscle involved,
5. Pain is accompanied by pseudo-weakness of the muscle involved,
6. Referred pain can result with continuous applied pressure on the trigger point that lasts
approximately 5 s in duration.
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Figure 5. Irregular masticatory pattern of a patient with new denture while the CNS tries to develop a new chewing
pattern to accommodate the new denture. Chewing patterns are not similar to each other and irregular.

Figure 6. Both the temporalis and masseter muscle electrical activity levels are higher than the physiological average
resting values. This is not unexpected during the development of new prosthesis adaptation.

Pain perception is not simply determined by the intensity of nociceptive stimulation but also
depends upon psychological factors such as the emotional and motivational state of the patient.
The chronic pain threshold is divergent from the patient’s level of fear and/or anxiety [45].
Memory and pain, though two richly diverse fields, have many underlying commonalities. Both,
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for example, contain conscious and unconscious processes that allow for the acquisition of altered
behavior in response to environmental stimuli [46]. After a very hot liquid is brought into the
mouth, this warm sensation will be placed in the permanent memory to be remembered easily in
later scenarios where the patient will drink a very hot liquid once again. However, if a new hot liquid experience is repeated a number of times over a long time frame, the patient’s reflex response
to hot liquid will slowly disappear. As a learned function repeats, it becomes a reflex state.
A new complete denture adaptation process a patient must go through when receiving a different prosthesis than they are physically used to involves the development of a new denture
chewing model. If the new prosthesis causes pain, the pain will be perceived as more prominent in the patients’ psyche, compared to the known chewing pattern of the old denture that
was saved in the patient’s memory. The central nervous system (CNS) will develop a reflex
protective mechanism against the pain, such that the protected pattern of chewing will take a
very different shape from a healthy average chewing pattern (Figure 5).
The electromyographic record of the same patient with the new denture shows that all four
elevator muscles are in hyperactivity, exhibiting higher than the average values (Figure 6).

7. The importance of breaking the pain cycle in treatment of MPDS;
the role of occlusal splints
Chronic pain is a habitual pattern generated by the central nervous system (CNS) that must
be broken before trying to treat myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome.
Chronic pain is a nonphysiologic and extraordinary somatosensory process that can take
place either in the peripheral or central nervous systems that is sustained beyond the normally expected time frame relative to the existence of a stimulus. This scenario, although
somewhat explanatory, only provides for part of the story. Chronic pain is often clandestinely
ambiguous and can be difficult to pinpoint its primary causative location. The perception
of pain results from the summation and culmination of the nerve transduction process that
arises from temporarily stimulated and affected peripheral nociceptors. Nociceptors may be
specific for painful stimuli or they may be generally responsive to a wide range of mechanical, thermal, chemical, and/or electrical stimuli. Nociceptive responses are transmitted from
peripheral sites into the CNS via myelinated (type A-delta) or unmyelinated (type C) nerve
fibers [47].
Masticatory system myofascial pain constitutes one of the most important chronic problems
that is encountered in clinical dental practice. Pain is a critical factor in evolving this chronic
problem because pain increases muscle contraction, and more spasms from the excess contractions increase the level of pain. Elongation of the contraction time leads to the formation
of trigger points.
Within the literature, dental occlusion appears to be a key causative agent for MPDS because
all kinds of treatment suggestions for MPDS are targeted on changing the occlusion in some
way. In a study by Laskin et al. [48], the authors remarked that although many aspects of the
MPDS are either controversial or unexplored, most investigators and clinicians seem to agree
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that the majority of patients with MPDS report relatively rapid improvement or symptom disappearances with splint therapy [48]. Splint therapy is a very effective occlusion determinant
because when splint is placed between occluding teeth, the occlusion changes dramatically
which can quickly break the pain generating pattern. However, all researchers agree that a
splint therapy protocol must be provided by only skilled clinicians.
There are many types of splints in dentistry such as custom splints, prefabric splints, posterior
splints, anterior jig, hard splints, soft splints, etc. Each splint is described in detail by its advocate. The following factors should be taken into account during splint construction [44, 49]:
1. The treatment protocol must be provided by skilled clinicians
2. All masticatory activities can be changed by changing the occlusion
3. Splint therapy changes the tooth-to-tooth occlusal relationships, which then changes the
neuromuscular activity accordingly
4. Prolonged hyperactivity of muscles can cause heightened synaptic transmission. Consequently, long contraction durations decrease action potential threshold levels and decrease
the patient’s pain threshold.
5. During the use of a splint, there must be careful follow-up; if complications occur from
splint treatment, the therapy should be terminated immediately.
6. If the splint is only used for a temporary occlusal correction, a 3–4 day use period should
be sufficient. The best splints to be used for this purpose are either hydrostatic splints or
hard splints because the surface of these designs does not allow teeth to engage and clash,
which allows the masticatory muscles to freely exist in a harmonic balance.
7. After acquiring muscle balance and improved physiologic muscle contraction reestablishment, splint therapy must be stopped and an etiological treatment must be initiated.
Basically, splints are applied for a specific purpose [48, 50–52]. Therefore, it is very important
to determine the type of splint, application period, and schedule, if applicable (Figure 7).
Using a proper splint for a longer period of time may cause the patient to worsen in a variety
of ways (worsening of MPDS symptoms; creating an open occlusion, intruding of teeth out
of occlusal contact). Hence, splint treatment duration and its daily schedule are important to
manage properly.
7.1. Occlusal analysis and occlusal adjustments
Removing of premature contacts with occlusal adjustment is one of the most important methods for breaking the neuromuscular cycle in myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome [53].
Changing the occlusal scheme and balancing of the occlusion are very effective methods for
pinpointing and eliminating extraordinary neural firings. Hence, an occlusal analysis has
always been an important diagnostic component of the treatment efforts to resolve MPDS
symptoms. Several decades ago, dentists were performing occlusal analysis solely with
mounted casts on semi-adjustable or fully adjustable dental articulators. There was no scientific method for performing intraoral occlusal analysis, and no real effective way to measure
occlusal forces between all the contacting teeth.
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Figure 7. Splint therapy must be performed by a skilled clinician. Hard splints are very effective for changing the
occlusal relationship between upper and lower jaws (maxillary splint; left pane). Hydrostatic soft splints (right pane) are
helpful in creating muscular balance and physiologic harmonization. An etiologically based treatment for MPDS can be
instituted after 3–5 days of successful splint therapy.

The very simple principal rule that was widely believed, purported is that proper occlusal
function resulted from the close relationship between condylar movements and the occlusal contact relationships. To utilize this thinking clinically, most articulator systems were
designed with the following requirements:
1. Some special equipment was built to detect condylar movements. The Lauritzen Hinge
Axis Locator [54, 55] or Condylator Joint Tracer [56, 57] are examples of these types of
condylar movement analysis tools. However, these devices are not easy to manage, often
require repeated and difficult-to-make registrations, both intra- and extra-orally [58].
2. Completion of the condylar tracing procedure usually requests more than one visit.
3. Registration of centric relation location needs special devices and careful working.
4. Articulator-based diagnostic work is not repeatable and cannot be digitally stored. It is difficult to compare two different analyses on the same articulator, as one must be removed
to mount another set of casts.
5. Two different registrations may be quite different, spatially. This difference can arise from
making registrations at different times of the day for both the operator and the patient,
from impression material setting distortion, registration material setting distortion, and
from differing degress of poured stone setting contraction. Because many variables come
into play with the articulating of dental casts, precision levels of the differing analyses may
be quite inconsistent from one analysis to another.
Therefore, occlusal analysis performed on articulators for occlusal adjustment can be difficult
and time-consuming; and once completed, it is not necessarily reliably to be accurate for diagnosis and treatment.
The development of the computerized occlusal analysis method (T-Scan 9, with the Novus
Recording Handle, and the HD Recording Sensor, Tekscan, Inc. S. Boston, MA, USA) has been
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removed from the making of occlusal analyses, the necessity of using inaccurate articulatorbased methods, which present the clinician with many challengers that complicate their clinical usefulness.
7.2. Computer-based occlusal analyses and computer-guided occlusal adjustments
Computer-based occlusal analyses have many clinical advantages over the articulator-based
method:
1. Digital occlusal analysis is usually completed in one session. It can be repeated at another
session, if there is a need.
2. Digital occlusal analysis data can be stored and recalled easily, so that many analyses of a
single patient can be compared with each other, over time, to observe changes in the occlusal status as the patient ages.
3. The recording and data acquisition is quick to accomplish chairside, so that many occlusal
analyses and corrective adjustments can be performed in same treatment session.
4. Adjustment results can be compared with the preoperative status of the occlusion to observe that occlusal force and timing improvements have been therapeutically obtained.
5. The cost of performing the occlusal analysis has decreased sharply.
As with every new method, the earliest T-Scan computer-based occlusal analyzing systems
(T-Scan I, II, III; Tekscan Inc. S. Boston, MA, USA) were questioned as to their clinical reliability
[59, 60]. However, the modern The T-Scan HD recording sensor (Figure 8a) has been shown
to accurately measure 256 differing relative occlusal force levels [3–6, 55, 61] with 95% of force
reproduction capability [4]. Other recent T-Scan studies show the T-Scan accurately records
occlusal contact time sequencing [62, 63]. Today’s T-Scan Novus System with the version
9 software is a highly advanced digital occlusal force and timing analyzer that can be used

Figure 8. (a) The T-Scan Novus Definition (HD) sensor records 256 levels of relative occlusal force in 0.003 s time frames
to reveal an occlusal playback video that illustrates changing occlusal force levels across time. (b) The T-Scan Novus
recording handle with the HD sensor in place, connected directly to a computer with a USB plug.
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Figure 9. Premature contacts are contacts that rise to very high force well before the maximum intercuspal position
(MIP) (pane 1) are visible with the T-Scan occlusal analysis system. Tooth #18 rises quickly to high occlusal force (tall
pink column; left pane #1), as other closure contacts are low force (dark blue columns; left pane #1). Then later in the
same T-Scan recording (pane 2), the #18 forceful contact lessens to low force while other occluding teeth increased in
force bilaterally (pane #2).

chairside to treat a wide range of commonly encountered occlusal force problems. Moreover,
additional research and clinical publications have illustrated how the T-Scan occlusal analysis
method can be used in many dental medicine disciplines (Figure 8a and b) [64–67].
The correction of orthodontic and prosthodontic occlusal problems has become much easier for clinicians who use computerized occlusal analysis. Prior to the development of the
T-Scan, dentists could only “look at” the occlusion, and now with T-Scan sensor interposed
between occluding teeth during mandibular functional movements, dentists are able to see
occlusal force changes over time as occlusal contacts on opposing teeth engage and interact
frictionally (Figure 9). Note in Figure 9 how during the early part of a patient self-closure
into MIP, tooth #18 rises quickly to high occlusal force (tall pink column; left pane #1), as all
the other closure tooth contacts maintain a low force state (dark blue columns; left pane#1).
Then later in the same T-Scan recording, when more of the patient’s teeth fully interdigitate
closer to complete intercuspation, the #18 premature forceful contact lessens to a low force
state, while other occluding teeth increased in force bilaterally (light green and yellow columns: right pane #2).
7.3. Disclusion time reduction therapy with the immediate complete anterior
guidance development coronoplasty
Changing occlusal relationships between the upper and lower teeth breaks sharply the neuromuscular loop that causes acute muscle spasm. There are many studies that have shown the effect
periodontal receptors have on functional and parafunctional occlusal excursions [34–38, 68]. An
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occlusal movement is modeled within the central nervous system (CNS), but the main trigger of
action potential firing is the excitation of peripheral neurons from the peripheral nervous system (PNS) [33]. Continuous peripheral neuronal firing causes ongoing muscle contractions that
lead to muscle fatigue and ischemia from toxic lactic acid buildup, which all ultimately leads to
muscle spasms that rise and repeatedly peak, unless the continuous neuronal firing stopped.
This neurologic mechanism is the main reason why adjusting the dental occlusion with
T-Scan time-based occlusal surface modifications has been highly effective MPDS therapy
[4–38, 59, 69–71]. Applying occlusal splints, local anesthetic injections, botox injections, and
similar nonocclusal treatment methods are temporary and symptomatic. Orthodontic treatment, restorative dentistry that changes the occlusal relationship, and occlusal coronoplasty
are treatments aimed at the neurologic etiologically and are permanent treatment methods.
It has long been advocated that to achieve a balanced occlusal relationship, the acute spasm
must be eliminated before commencing definitive occlusal changes. Occlusal splints are the
most common method for eliminating the acute symptoms of MPDS. However, since 1991,
a new T-Scan-based “Disocclusion Time Reduction Therapy (DTR)” method has been developed by Dr. Robert B. Kerstein, for changing and breaking of the firing-reaction-spasm in the
neuromuscular loop. The treatment itself requires no pretreatment splint therapy and has
been shown in multiple studies performed over the past 26 years to rapidly lessen muscle
activity levels and improve human chewing function in 7 days following initial treatment
because the therapy works from within the CNS [69, 70, 72–74]. According to Dr. Kerstein,
“Disocclusion Time Reduction Therapy” reduces the Disocclusion Time [15], which lessens
the time posterior teeth frictionally engage during excursions, which thereby stops the neuronal action potentials from hyperfunctioning the masticatory muscles. To accomplish this,
the Disocclusion time must be less than 0.4 s per excursion. However, this particular time
of 0.4 s cannot be accurately calculated without using the T-Scan occlusal analysis system.
Disocclusion time reduction therapy is one of the most important, etiologically directed treatment methods available because it drastically lessens the volume of PDL mechanoreceptor
compressions thereby disrupting the neuronal trigger for occlusally induced MPDS symptoms. However, there are still many disagreements on the reliability of the “Disocclusion
Time Reduction Therapy”, despite it being repeatedly shown in multiple studies to affect
positive physiologic changes within the stomatognathic system. As DTR is usually performed
as a coronoplasty (known as immediate complete anterior guidance development (ICAGD)),
[9] these disagreements about DTR’s patient benefits are founded in that prior, unmeasured
occlusal adjustment studies where no T-Scan measurements of the occlusion were involved
in the rendered treatment have shown limited occlusal equilibration effectiveness in treating
MPDS symptoms. Occlusal equilibration procedurally lacks precision and treats positionally
eliminating the prematurity from CR-CO, while only adjusting nonworking side interferences [75–78]. Periodontal neuronal mechanoreceptors surround all teeth on all sides of the
roots. By leaving the working side teeth untreated meant occlusal equilibration to CR did not
alter the CNS input enough to obtain predictable therapeutic MPDS results.
ICAGD is very different occlusal adjustment procedure from occlusal equilibration [79], in
that ICAGD is an excursively focused coronoplasty performed from the maximum intercuspal
position (MIP) without mandibular manipulation to centric relation. ICAGD is a measurementdriven, computer-guided occlusal adjustment procedure that shortens prolonged excursive
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movement occlusal surface contact frictional durations. The main objective of ICAGD is to
shorten the posterior disclusion time to ≤0.5 s per excursion because 0.41 was the first studied,
physiologic mean disclusion time. ICAGD is always performed today with the T-Scan synchronized to the BioEMG III Electromyography system (T-Scan 9/BioEMG III, Tekscan Inc. S. Boston,
MA, USA; Bioresearch Assoc., Milwaukee, WI, USA). The patient wears electromyography electrodes upon the masseter and temporalis muscles throughout the entire occlusal adjustment
process to ensure that changes in muscle hyperactivity can be properly observed post treatment.
Most importantly, ICAGD treats both the working and nonworking sides including all premolars involved in excursive contacts, thereby greatly reducing the PDL and pulpal mechanoreceptor CNS input from all fictionally engaged posterior occlusal surfaces. All these
procedural differences are published in occlusal adjustment studies, ICAGD has been shown
to be far more effective than Occlusal Equilibration in treating MPDS.

8. Disclusion time reduction case example
An example of disocclusion time reduction therapy performed with the immediate complete
anterior guidance development coronoplasty is presented below.
8.1. Patient description
A 30-year-old female airline flight attendant presented with a Class I anterior relationship
post orthodontics that was completed in her teenage years. A number of posterior teeth demonstrated cuspal wear and appear slightly sanded away. All third molars were previously
extracted (Figures 10 and 11a, b).
8.2. History and presentation of occlusal disease
For 1.5 years before consultation, the patient had experienced chronic bilateral masseter tension, with regular morning jaw soreness that worsened during stressful periods. The patient
reported clenching during the day and bruxing to some degree during the nighttime. Most
of her discomfort was in the masseter region bilaterally, with some temporal headache

Figure 10. Frontal view of an MPDS female patient showing a Class I anterior relationship with average vertical overlap
and available canine guidance contacts bilaterally.
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Figure 11. (a) 1 mm into the right excursion as the canine teeth began to engage. Note the complete buccal posterior
group function and excursive friction visible. (b) Early in the left lateral movement, opposing posterior teeth frictionally
engage both buccally and lingually (unseen). The posterior group function visible is worsened by the nonvertical
opposing tooth orientation.

Figure 12. (a) The preoperative right excursive T-Scan/BioEMG data showed (in the T-Scan left pane) prolonged
disclusion time with mostly working and minimal balancing excursive frictional occlusal contacts present in the 2D and
3D ForceViews. Between C and D (in the EMG data right pane), there was very high muscle contractions visible in the
two masseter MM-R MM-L and right temporalis muscles TA-R, as the patient moved laterally across their teeth toward
the right canine. The nonworking (left temporalis TA-L) does not fire in the right excursion. The right disclusion time
pretreatment was 3.58 s long, causing this high muscle firing and the MPDS symptoms the patient has been forced to
live with since her bite changed after the upper premolar fillings were done. (b) The preoperative left excursive T-Scan/
BioEMG data showed (in the T-Scan left pane) prolonged disclusion time with only working side excursive frictional
occlusal contacts present in the 2D and 3D ForceViews the total force (black) line “step downs,” indicating sharp force
drops as the patient’s posterior teeth frequently stopped the mandible from moving freely laterally. Between C and D
(in the EMG data right pane), there was very high muscle contractions left temporalis TA-L muscle with right temporalis
TA-R spasm visible for the same duration the left temporalis hyperfunctions. The right and left masseters MM-R and
MM-L both fired excursively well above rest. The left disclusion time pretreatment was 1.37 s long causing the visible
high muscle firing and the MPDS symptoms the patient has been forced to live with since her bite changed after the upper
premolar fillings were done.
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Figure 13. (a) The post-ICAGD right excursion showing slight space between the group function teeth that was not there
before performing of the ICAGD coronoplasty. (b) The right excursion after ICAGD. The disclusion time equaled 0.45 s
duration, which reduced the right temporalis and right and left masseter excursive hyperactivity dramatically compared
to pretreatment. (c) Right excursive EMG improvements from pretreatment (left pane) to after ICAGD (right pane), where
there is markedly lowered muscle activity levels post treatment at rest (before A), and in the excursion (to the right of C).
With lessened excursive muscular hyperactivity, the muscle physiology can heal and MPDS symptoms can then abate.

component present, as well. Her symptoms came on after having two fillings placed in her
two upper premolar teeth #s 14 and 15. Muscular pain ensued shortly after the fillings were
done as they changed her occlusal contact comfort. Since then, further occlusal adjusting to
the teeth involved did not resolve her MPDS symptoms.
8.3. Previous unsuccessful treatments
The patient reported wearing an appliance for 10 months nightly, but also reported symptom
worsening with his attempted regular appliance use. She felt it made her clench more than if
it was not worn. As such, she stopped wearing the appliance some months before consultation. Anti-inflammatory and pain medication gave her some marginal relief that would last
only for a few hours.
The following figures (Figures 12–15) detail the patients in preoperative occlusal and muscle
physiology status, as well as her post-ICAGD disclusion time reduction changes. For brevity,
only the right and left excursions were illustrated, and protrusive excursions were not described.
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Figure 14. (a) The post ICAGD left excursion showing slight space between the group function teeth that was not there
before performing of the ICAGD coronoplasty. (b) The left excursion after ICAGD when the disclusion time equaled to
0.34 s. The excursive EMG improvements show markedly lowered muscle activity levels post-treatment at rest (before A),
and in the excursion (to the right of C). (c) The left excursive EMG improvements from pretreatment (left pane) to after
ICAGD (right pane), where there is markedly lowered muscle activity levels present at rest (before A), and in the excursion
post-treatment (to the right of C). With lessened excursive muscular hyperactivity, the muscle physiology can heal and
MPDS symptoms can then abate.

With the pretreatment T-Scan/BioEMG data showing prolonged disclusion times and very
high levels of excursive muscular hyperactivity, the patient was a good candidate to undergo
the ICAGD coronoplasty. She was a Class I MPDS patient with adequate bilateral canine contact present to be safely treated with ICAGD.
It is through the measurement of the occlusion and muscles together using the T-Scan 9/
BioEMG III synchronized occlusal measurement technologies so that these diagnostic and
treatment improvements demonstrated within this case can become clinically predictable in
managing MPDS patient. By quantifying occlusal function and muscle function together, the
therapeutic effectiveness the ICAGD measured occlusal adjustment procedure has a dramatic
effect on the central nervous system (CNS) that greatly reduces muscle activity levels and
quickly lessens many common MPDS symptoms.
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Figure 15. (a) Opposing occlusal surfaces with many pre-ICAGD articulating paper ink lines that describe that long
disclusion time friction is present on all upper and lower posterior opposing occlusal surfaces (teeth #s 28–24 and #s
38–34). Note the very long red ink line visible on #37 distolingual occlusal incline. Its counterpart frictionally prolonged
contact is the #27 distopalatol black ink line. (b) Post-ICAGD articulating paper markings showing 1–2 short disclusion
time red and black pinpoint closure contacts per tooth, present on the opposing posterior occlusal surfaces (teeth #s 28–24
and #38–34). There are anterior guidance ink tracks visible across the occluding canine surfaces (#s 23 and 33). The small
posterior closure contacts allow for the minimum posterior excursive contact, which are indicative of a disclusion time of
<0.4 s. This small overall volume of tooth contact posteriorly is how the ICAGD coronoplasty controls the repetitive PDL
mechanoreceptor neuronal action potential from heading into the CNS. Without the neural input, muscle contractions
are dramatically lessened (Figures 13c and 14c).

9. Final thoughts
This chapter describes in detail how the peripheral neural receptors that are located in and
around the posterior teeth periodontal ligaments and in the dental pulp create ongoing masticatory muscle hyperactivity that can lead to the clinical appearance of myofascial pain dysfunction
syndrome symptoms. MPDS commonly afflicts the masticatory musculature with chronic muscular pain, frequent temporal headaches, chewing pain and weakness, opening limitations, and
frequent clenching and bruxing of teeth. Because unmeasured, published Occlusal Equilibration
studies did not predictably treat the MPDS condition, conventional MPDS treatments have
focused on lessening MPDS symptoms without treating the occlusion directly. The use of occlusal splints, physical therapy, and trigger point injections has been predominant. However, since
the development of the T-Scan system in the 1980s, and the discovery of prolonged posterior disclusion time, a computer-guided alternative coronoplasty to occlusal equilibration, has evolved
to treat MPDS (known as disclusion time reduction (DTR) with the ICAGD coronoplasty).
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DTR is an etiologically based treatment aimed at reducing prolonged occlusal surface friction,
which drastically limits the tooth socket compressions and pulpal occlusal contact impacts that
the posterior teeth sustain multiple times on a daily basis (and nightly, if there is parafunction). By cutting down the volume of socket compressions and impacts, the molar and premolar peripheral action potential response to the occlusal contacts is drastically lessened, which
remove the stimulus that the occlusion inputs into the central nervous system (CNS) to fire
muscles and create ischemia. This limiting neurophysiologic change allows the masticatory
muscles to calm down and relax physiologically, because the ischemia reverses intramuscularly
from within the CNS, requiring the patient to not wear an occlusal splint. In short order following the ICAGD coronoplasty, studies repeatedly show the MPDS symptoms, then abate, and
lessen in severity and frequency.
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